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Introduction
Face recognition has recently received extensive attention as one of the most significant applications of image understanding. Although rapid progress has been made in this area during the last few years, the general task of recognition remains unsolved. In general, face appearance does not depend solely on identity. It is also influenced by illumination and viewpoint. Changes in pose and illumination will cause large changes in the appearance of a face. In this paper we demonstrate a new method to recognize face images under a wide range of illumination conditions using spherical harmonic images of the face. When the viewpoint is fixed, our method requires only a single training image per subject.
In the past few years, there have been attempts to address image variation produced by changes in illumination [6] [7] [8] . Sim et al. [9] propose a model and exemplarbased approach for recognition. Georghiades et al. [3] present a new method using the illumination cone. The above two methods need to reconstruct 3D face information for each subject in the training set. Romdhani et al. [10] recover the shape and texture parameters of a 3D Morphable Model in an analysis-by-synthesis fashion. Both this method and ours compute a statistical model during a bootstrap phase which encapsulate texture and shape information. The difference between the two methods is that, during training, in [10] the 3D Morphable Model is fitted to a subject's face image explicitly to recover texture and shape parameters, whereas our method recovers a set of spherical harmonic images for the training subject instead. In general, appearance-based methods like Eigenfaces [14] and SLAM [15] need a number of training images for each subject, in order to cope with illumination variability. Previous research suggests that illumination variability in face images is low-dimensional e.g. [1] [2] [11] [12] [13] [20] . Using spherical harmonics and signal-processing techniques, Basri et al. [1] and Ramamoorthi [2] have shown that the set of images of a convex Lambertian object obtained under a wide variety of lighting conditions can be approximated accurately by a 9 dimensional linear subspace. Furthermore, a simple scheme for face recognition with excellent results was described in [1] . However, to use this recognition scheme, the basis images spanning the illumination space for each face are required. These images can be rendered from a 3D scan of the face or can be estimated by applying PCA to a number of images of the same subject under different illuminations [2] . An effective approximation of this basis by 9 single light source images of a face was reported in [4] . The above mentioned methods need a number of images and/or 3D scans of the subjects in the database, thus requiring specialized equipment and procedures for the capture of the training set, thus limiting their applicability. A promising earlier attempt by [5] used symmetric shape from shading but suffered from the drawbacks of SFS.
In this paper we propose a method that recovers the 9 basis images of the illumination space from just one image taken under arbitrary illumination conditions when the pose is fixed. Since the first nine spherical harmonic images capture more than 99 percent of the Lambertian reflectance energy [1] , the weighted combination of the 9 basis images will be very close to the real image. Our method consists of three steps: statistical model computation, training and testing. Initially, we use a bootstrap set consisting of 3D face models. We compute a statistical model for each of the spherical harmonics. Our statistical models aim to learn the probability density function (pdf) for the basis images. The heaviest data capture requirements for our method are placed in the construction of the bootstrap set. This set and the resulting pdf's for the basis images need be constructed only once. No further modifications are necessary when new subjects are added to the database, allowing for increased scalability of the recognition system.
During the second step, training, when presented with an image of a novel face, we use the statistical model learned during the bootstrap phase to recover the corresponding basis images. Given a face, we first estimate the weight coefficients for the basis images. Then we recover the basis images by computing the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate. We show that the set of images we recover is the set of basis images with maximum probability. For each subject in the training set, we recover the basis images that span the illumination space for this subject. The faces in the training set need not belong to the bootstrap set. The only requirement is that the bootstrap data capture the statistical characteristics of the training set. Finally, during the testing step, we use the recognition scheme proposed by Basri et al [1] . We return the face from the training set for which there exists a weighted combination of basis images that is the closest to the test face image.
We use a collection of 3D face scans supplied by USF [18] as the bootstrap set and the Yale Face Database B [19] for training and testing. We provide a series of experiments that show that our method has high recognition accuracy even though none of the subjects in the training set belongs to the bootstrap set. Our method achieves comparable levels of accuracy with methods that have much more onerous training data requirements. In our experiments, as predicted by the theory, the basis images recovered during training are noticeably insensitive to the particular illumination of the training image, which indicates that our method should perform well on larger databases. Finally, we provide experiments that show that our method remains accurate across different poses. This suggests that our method can be easily incorporated to generalized face recognition methods that address multiple recognition issues. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we will show how to acquire basis images from 3D models and how to estimate the statistical models for the basis images. In Sec. 3, we explain how to recover basis images from a novel face image. In Sec. 4, we describe the recognition process that uses recovered basis images. In Sec. 5, we describe our experiments and their results. The final Section presents the conclusions and future work directions.
Statistical Models of Basis Images

Spherical Harmonic Images
In this section, we will show how we render basis images from 3D models using the results of [1] . Let denote a vector such that
similarly. We use
v to denote the component-wise product of £ with any vector v. Using this notation, the first nine harmonic images of the objects in this specific pose are:
Learning the statistical models
The key equation of our method is:
which states that at pixel position , the pixel intensity . Similar to [9] , our statistical models aim to learn the probability density function (pdf) for and © . For , we assume that the pdf's are Gaussian distributions of unknown means and covariances which we can estimate from the basis images rendered by 3D scans. In our experiments we had 50 3D face scans with texture information in our bootstrap set. We render 9 basis images per face model using Equation set (1) . From these basis images, we compute the sample mean vector To estimate the error term, we need real images with known harmonic coefficients. Unfortunately, in our current implementation we do not have both 3D scans and real images for the subjects in our data set. Instead, we synthesized images and estimated their coefficients. Since we have 3D scans with texture information, we illuminated synthetically each 3D model, obtaining face images under a wide variety of illumination conditions. Then we applied a leastsquares method to estimate the coefficients . This error term models the deviations from Lambertian reflectance and the errors of the low-dimensional approximation which cause the estimates of the coefficients to diverge from the true values.
Recovering the Basis Images
Given a training image of a novel face (possibly a different subject from those in the bootstrap) under arbitrary illumination, first we need to estimate the coefficients p in Eq. (2) and to update the error term according to the coefficients. Then we recover This is explained in detail in the following subsections.
Estimating p and the error term
To estimate the unknown spherical harmonic coefficients p for the given novel face image, we use kernel regression. Notice that since in the bootstrap set we have images with known coefficients, we can regard coefficient estimation as a continuous-valued classification problem. The approach is similar to the recovery of unknown illumination which is a well-studied problem [17] [9] . We first store all the To check the accuracy of our estimation of the coefficients, we synthesized images using the basis images with various sets of coefficients 
Computing the basis images
After estimating the coefficients p , we can recover the basis images for a novel face image. As we have shown already: 
Rearranging, we can get the following linear equation: 
Face Recognition
We perform recognition based on [1] . During testing, we recognize the face for which there exists a weighted combination of basis images that is the closest to the test face image. Here is the set of basis images with size is the minimum. Comparing the results of the two above schemes, we found that recognition rates were very close while the second scheme was much slower than the first scheme.
Experiments and Results
For training and testing, we used the Yale Face Database B [19] which contains faces that do not belong to our bootstrap set. Despite its relatively small size, this database provides images that sample sufficiently the whole illumination space and has therefore become a testing standard for variable illumination recognition methods. The Yale Database contains images of 10 people at 9 poses and 64 illuminations per pose. We used 45*10 face images for 10 subjects in a single pose with each subject having 45 face images taken under different directional light sources. Fig. 2 shows some of the images we used in our experiments. Following [4] , we group our data set in four subsets (Table 1). Each subset contains images illuminated from a specific range of directions. Subset 4 contains the extreme illu- mination conditions. Please refer to [4] for more information about this grouping.
Experiments of Basis Image Recovery
Since our recognition method is based on the basis images recovered during training, it is very important that we have an accurate method to recover the basis images. Recovered basis images and bootstrap basis image for bootstrap subjects are compared in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 shows the basis images recovered from various face images under different illuminations for one subject belonging to the training set (but not the bootstrap).
We found that, except for the basis images recovered from images under extreme illumination (i.e. images in subset 4), the resulting basis images recovered from images under different illumination are very close. For each subject in the training set, we calculated the basis images using 20 images under different illumination (5 of them belonging to subset 4). The per person mean variance of the 20 resulting sets of basis images, was 14.66 intensity levels per pixel for the full set of images and 5.34 for the images belonging to Subsets 1-3. For comparison purposes, per person variance of the original training set images was 31.13 (24.77 for subsets 1-3) while the cross-person mean variance of the 200 total image basis sets for all subjects was 31.47 for the full set (16. 33 for subsets 1-3) . We see that the basis images we recover exhibit much greater invariance to illumination effects.
Recognition
We report two sets of experimental results in Table 2 . For the first set, we use the basis images recovered from randomly selected training images, excluding extreme illumination conditions. For the second set, we perform recognition using the basis images recovered from the training images captured only under extreme illumination. We tested 400 face images and the error rates are shown in Table 2 Table 2 : the first row of "Non-Ext" are the error rates achieved by using the set of basis images recovered from randomly selected training images (8 per person) from Subsets 1,2 and 3, and the second row ("Extreme") are the error rates by using basis images recovered from randomly selected training images (6 per person) from Subset 4. The columns denote the testing sets.
In section 4, we proposed two recognition methods. Ta Table 3 : Since we only perform QR decomposition in method 1, recognition using method 1 is much faster than that using method 2, while error rates are very similar.
Clearly, the error rates using the two approaches are very close while the first method is much faster than the second method.
The comparison between our method and other methods [4] is shown in Table 4 . In order to compare with other methods, we randomly select face images to recover the corresponding spherical harmonic images and perform recognition on 400 images. We repeated the process 10 times and calculated the average recognition rates.
All the methods in Table 4 which have an off-line training process require all the images of Subset1 and 2 for training while we require only one image per subject for training. The method of Nine Points of Light (9PL) [4] does not have off-line training, but still needs nine images per subject for training. With our method, training on one image randomly selected from subsets 1 and 2 and testing on images from Subsets 1-3, we obtain perfect results and even when we test on images from Subset 4, we still achieve high accuracy. As can be seen from Table 4 , the results from our method are comparable with methods that require extensive training data per subject even though our method requires only one training image per pose. Table 4 : Recognition results using various previous methods and our method. Except for our method, the data were taken from [4] Figure 3. The basis images recovered from images of the same subject under various single directional illuminants. The first column is the images we used for the recovery followed by the set of basis images.
Multiple Directional Illumination
It is interesting to study the performance of our method on images taken under multiple directional illumination sources. For comparison between the performance on images taken under a single directional illumination source and that on images taken under multiple directional illumination sources, we synthesized images by combining face images in our data set. We randomly selected 2-4 images from the training data set and combined them together with random weights to simulate face images under multiple directional illumination sources (12 synthetic images per person). Fig. 4 shows the recovered results of basis images from the synthesized images compared to the recovered results from a real image under a single illuminant.
We performed recognition experiments based on the basis images we recovered from training images under multiple illuminants. Error rates were very close to the single illuminant training set, e.g. 0.3 for test images under multiple illumination, 3.3 for test images from subset 4.
Pose Variance
So far, we have provided experiments on the images with frontal view images. We applied our method to two sets of images with poses -12 degrees and 24 degrees azimuth from the frontal view. We rotated the 3D scans in the bootstrap set by -12 degrees and 24 degrees respectively and rendered basis images in the same way described previously. For training and testing, from the Yale Face Database B we selected two sets of face images which are taken approximately -12 degrees and 24 degrees (8 images per person per angle) from the frontal view respectively and repeated the same steps described previously in Sec. 3 and 4. Experimental results are similar to the experimental results of our method for frontal views. Our experiments imply a solution for face recognition in the presence of both illumination and pose variance. The basic idea would be to combine face pose estimation with our method. For example, [21] provides a learning-based pose estimation method using Support Vector Regression. Efficient ways to integrate pose estimation and our method will be explored as a future research direction.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have shown that by using statistical models, we can recover illumination space basis images from a single image taken under arbitrary illumination conditions. Experimental results indicate that our method's recognition rates are comparable to other methods for images under single illumination; however our method performs as well with multiple illuminants. During the training phase, we need only one image per subject taken under general illumination to recover the basis images. Thus the training set can be expanded easily with new subjects. Such scalability is desirable in Face Recognition Systems. In our experiments, as predicted by the theory, the basis images recovered during training are noticeably insensitive to the particular illumination of the training image, which indicates that our method should perform well on much larger databases, than the ones available to us now.
At this time, there exist relatively few publicly available sets of images of faces with multiple images taken under variable illumination, so we plan to continue validation of our method with a more complete database, both in the number of subjects and in the type of light sources used, e.g. area sources. As the number of subjects increases, more sophisticated training methods should be explored (e.g. SVMs). Finally we plan to integrate our method with pose estimation methods.
